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Google is developing Nexus tablet of a very superior quality and is making a plan to launch the
tablet in the next six months in the market. Also this improved version of the tablet would be very
stylish and slim as the Apple. All the specification are same as the previous one but the cut off
corners of the Xoom 2 gives a very exclusive outlook  and easily catches the attention of the
consumers. The 10â€•standard model and the 8â€• Media Edition are very cheap as compare to the Apple
tablet that is Â£379 and Â£329. Moreover these prices are offered to the consumers before any
discounts. The standard model carries all the business features and helps in getting connected very
quickly, having fun at home or office.

At the esteemed stuff magazine technology awards the Android tablet won the award of the best
gadget of the year. Previously Google share a partnership with Motorola in developing Motorola
Xoom but faces disappointment regarding the sales of the tablet as the market was captured by the
ipad. Since from that time Google has turn into a foremost hardware manufacturer by using its
12.5bn achievement of Motorola devices division and is presently under the competition authorities.
This deal would prove to be very beneficiary in developing Android tablet.

The toughest challenge for Apple is the only Amazons Kindle fire which is based on Android
because others are mostly based on low price moreover faces criticism in the usage of the software.
Steve Jobs plays a very significant role in opening the market for tablet and also as amazing as the
ipad. He was genius and was an exceptional character that combines imagination with creative
moreover with his engineering ability innovate things for this new world. Steve also realized that the
remarkable product such as the ipad was created with the potential of the tablet.

In the mobile phone world Google has crafted Nexus range in testing the fresh versions of Android
and progressive hardware. The galaxy Nexus is the latest device and the leading company
Samsung is the manufacturer. According to the research the competition among the iphone and the
Android smart gadgets would be very vicious.
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